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Chapter 1 

Fenrir took a last long pull of the cheap stout and shoved his pewter mug across the bar with 

some reluctance. He’d probably had five or six pints of the horrendous stuff over the past couple 

of hours, but he deserved a bit of fortification. 

     It was stressful work, after all, taking a man’s finger. 

     The former guardsman slapped down a few yets and left the dingy little tavern without a 

word. In a town as small as Umberton, Fenrir couldn’t escape without notice, though; the 

wandering eyes of the locals followed him out the door. A traveler–especially a big man draped 

in relatively fine, dark clothing–was inevitably an object of curiosity to the local bumpkinry. But, 

it didn’t matter. After this evening, he would be out of this piss-poor place. And, a few days on, 

he would be back in the comforting walls of Rostane, his home, and arguably the greatest city in 

Ardia. 

     Fenrir strode further out into the inky darkness of the evening, moving stiffly along the hard-

packed dirt road. His right knee was even tighter than usual, and he grimaced as the twenty-year-

old ache loosened, one painful step at a time. The lingering winter chill certainly didn’t help 

matters, as the soreness was always worse in the cold. 

     He spat the bitter taste of beer onto the ground and cursed at the squalor of this place. 

Umberton was barely more than a village—a gathering of a few hundred loggers, laborers, and 

the odd artisans. During the day, the place was surprisingly colorful. In fact, the town practically 

glittered with crimson, most of the building facades highlighting the only resource that allowed 

this place to even be a speck on a map: Arbutus wood. The Arbutus tree only grew in this region, 

something about the soil making it flourish. The Yetranians said that this region had formerly 

been ashlands, earth devastated during a battle of the gods in times long past, with the bodies of 

the dead giving the land a strange, sanguine fertility. Superstitious nonsense, of course, like most 

Yetranian religious prattle. Regardless, products made from the twisted, blood-hued tree were 

incredibly desirable among the rich and notable. They sold for small fortunes in the Ardia’s 

major cities and countries beyond, though apparently none of that trickled back to Umberton 

itself. 

     In Fenrir’s experience, the people who did the hardest labor rarely saw the best rewards. 

     He pulled his collar tighter around his neck and began to pick his way down the road more 

quickly, which was a more difficult task than it seemed. Unlike Rostane, which in the evening 

shined nearly as bright as day thanks to modern gas lamps and cleverly-placed mirrors, 

Umberton was almost completely dark now, the waning moons obscured by meandering clouds. 

Lamps and torches lit the entrances to the few red-faced taverns, but the scant light was 

swallowed by the night before illuminating the main throughway in any meaningful sense. 



 

 

     This was fine from a practical standpoint. Fenrir didn’t exactly want to announce his presence 

to any wandering Umbertonians. Nonetheless, the darkness did pose a few problems—namely, 

the mounds of donkey and horse shit, as well as the occasional pothole that littered the well-used 

road—so Fenrir wound his way down the street carefully, avoiding these obstacles as best he 

could. If it hadn’t been dark, Fenrir knew he would look completely ridiculous, a broad, 

muscular man mincing his steps and shuffling around even the smallest of impediments. 

However, necessity was necessity. Tripping and twisting his already weak knee would make this 

job immeasurably more difficult. Even worse would be falling in the waste ditch, an eight-foot 

deep crevasse of putridity running along the south side of the road. The god of stench embodied 

in a layer of runoff, night soil, assorted trash, and Ultner knew what else. Umberton was a 

shithole, literally and figuratively. 

     After a quarter hour-long awkward dance down the center of Umberton, Fenrir ducked into a 

side lane, moving toward the large, two-story house that he had scouted out earlier in the day. 

The light shining through the glass-paned windows–a lavish luxury in a place like this–showed 

that his date for the evening was, in fact, awaiting his courtship. 

     Fenrir allowed himself a moment’s rest, leaning down to tighten the straps on the leather 

support brace he wore on his knee. A friend of his, a physician, had designed and created it 

especially for Fenrir. It was, in many ways, one of the most important tools of Fenrir’s trade. 

Sending a silent thanks to Martis Aieres (who would undoubtedly disapprove of his current task), 

Fenrir took a quick, fiery sip from his silver flask and continued toward the house.   

     As he approached the front door, Fenrir paused, sucked at his teeth, and swallowed. He 

considered himself neither a coward nor a brave man. Just a practical man who did what was 

needed, when it was needed. Of course, what was needed did not always align with, say, the law. 

But this was a world where men needed to do the occasional unsavory thing to keep ahead, and 

Fenrir was willing to do that thing. So, here he was. 

     He took a deep breath and forced himself to release it slowly. After a pregnant moment, 

Fenrir stepped onto the wooden patio of the house and, abruptly, felt his consciousness ripped 

from his body in a dizzying maelstrom of flashing colors.  When the disorienting experience 

faded, as it always did, Fenrir could see himself from a distance—as if he were hovering around 

his body, a spirit attached by an ethereal, binding leash. He was able to observe and think and 

ruminate, but unable to control his body’s physical actions. 

     It was confusing as Pandemonium, whenever this fission occurred. Phantom-Fenrir, watching 

his Body-Fenrir do the hard work while his consciousness simply observed from afar. Fenrir had 

never been able to discern a pattern in the timing of these manifestations. It had happened for the 

first time when he was about fifteen. He had been fighting with his brothers, which was a fairly 

routine occurrence. Yet, somehow, that day must have been different because, abruptly, Fenrir 



 

 

had seen the quarrel from above, and been watching as blood flowed as never before in a 

fraternal conflict. It had been terrifying, with his mind straining and screaming from above while 

his body struggled below. 

     But that had been decades ago. Now, his Phantom emerged as a matter of course. He’d never 

known it to happen to anyone else, though it wasn’t as if he brought up the oddity in polite 

conversation. Anything hinting at the unknown or the arcane in the inflexibly superstitious, 

Yetranian-heavy Ardia was a quick path to a knife in the dark. 

     Besides, this particular ability wasn’t worth bragging about. It was fucking useless. 

     Phantom-Fenrir saw Body-Fenrir standing before the rich Arbutus wood door of his target’s 

two-story home. He thought that he cut a rather intimidating figure in his tar-black shirt and dark 

trousers, a deep brown cloak wrapped about his frame. Standing six feet tall, and with the broad 

chest and the sinewy arms of a man who had spent his entire life training with weapons, Fenrir 

could understand why he was perfectly-suited to his current line of work. Well, near perfectly.  

His past failures weren’t worth considering in this moment.  

     He saw himself reach beneath his shirt and expose the heptagram medallion hanging around 

his neck. The sharp, seven-sided star—the symbol of The House, his current employer—was 

nearly impossible to handle without cutting oneself. Fenrir supposed such cuts were intended to 

be symbolic of opposing the powerful underground organization, but he tended not to overthink 

it. Leave philosophizing to the Scholars and Savants, he figured. Leave the appendage gathering 

to him and the other enforcers. 

     Body-Fenrir tried the doorknob, finding the door unlocked and unbarred–a strangely 

fortuitous start to the venture. Fenrir’s consciousness skipped ahead, fluttering through the 

doorway and along the ceiling like an impossibly fast spider. He saw himself enter the house and 

walk across the greeting room, tracking dirt and various excrements onto a decorative carpet. 

Apparently, he had stepped in some animal dung without realizing, or smelling, it. Phantom-

Fenrir could see that his body was tense, and that his hand was resting on the hilt of the wickedly 

curved knife that was strapped to his belt. The first floor was barren; Fenrir did not see the 

quarry he was seeking, and so his body proceeded to the stairs leading to the second level. From 

Phantom-Fenrir’s disembodied view, he thought that, if his body was attempting stealth, it was 

doing a hideously bad job. The floor was creaking, the buckles on his boots were jingling, and he 

occasionally bumped into furniture. Apparently, spending a few hours at a tavern was not the 

greatest of ideas when one’s stealth needed to be more on par with that of a fox than an ox. 

     Regardless, the stairway was the only exit from the second story, so even if the occupant had 

fair warning, there would be no escape. Body-Fenrir stomped up the stairs, clearly abandoning 

any pretense of covertness. The stairs emptied into a large, brightly-lit chamber that constituted 

the entirety of the second floor. On one end of the room was a sleeping area comprised of one 



 

 

large bed that was flanked by two decoratively-carved end tables. Above the bed was a painting 

representing a scene that was commonly displayed in the heavily religious Ardia. A slender, 

bare-chested woman, her silvery-white hair covering the most desirable bits, was perched atop a 

rock, arms held high and apparently cleaving the crimson firmament, parting the skies and 

allowing pure light to sneak through. Men and women knelt nearby, cowering below the rock, 

giving obvious obeisance to the goddess, Yetra. Typical Yetranian dross. 

     On the other end of the chamber was an office area made up of a wide and solid wooden desk, 

bookshelves, and several ropey plants. Everything was made of Arbutus, hinting at the barely-

restrained wealth of the owner. Atop the desk was a bronze Scales of Justice statue, the universal 

symbol of office of an adjudicator in Ardia.  

     Phantom-Fenrir could see himself approaching the desk. The man sitting behind it, who was 

obviously aware of Fenrir’s presence, continued to pointedly ignore him, bending over a blue 

leather-bound book. 

     Body-Fenrir paused two feet back from the desk, arms crossed. He waited another moment. 

When the man turned a page in his book, Body-Fenrir pointedly cleared his throat. 

     “I knew that one of you filth would be here eventually,” the man said, exhaustion weighting 

down his voice. Still, though, he did not look up. 

     “Filth? Filth is a term that should be reserved for men who do not fulfil their obligations, 

Adjudicator Frommis,” Fenrir answered, his deep monotone filling the second story like the 

knoll of a funeral bell. “Filth is a term for men who take yets for services not rendered.” 

     Martin Frommis slowly raised his head then, glaring at Fenrir with icy hatred. He was an 

older man, silver hair trimmed short and revealing a balding pate. Despite a slight hunch to his 

shoulders, though, he still appeared to be sound and wiry in the manner of a twisted, but strong, 

Arbutus tree. Frommis’ eyes were still, too—unafraid. Fenrir supposed that the man had seen 

worse than a House enforcer. Years of adjudicating in a great city would give one perspective, 

after all… a bird’s eye view into Pandemonium. 

     “You know I didn’t have a choice. You filth offered coin. Coin you knew I needed to cover 

my daughter’s dowry, so she could be married without the embarrassment of her father’s tumble 

into poverty. My investments, everything I had saved, all lost thanks to a greedy, thieving 

banker.” Frommis scrubbed at his lined forehead with one hand. “But, the evidence levelled 

against Pontz was too strong. Had I adjudicated in his favor, there would have been a riot; I 

would have been torn to shreds!”  

     Frommis continued to meet Fenrir’s dispassionate gaze, a beta wolf challenging the pack 

leader. 



 

 

     “I don’t know why you are trying to convince me.” Body-Fenrir unfolded his arms, rolling his 

shoulders. Loosening his neck with a sharp pop. Frommis flinched at the sound. “Besides, you 

took the money, no? And here you are, living in the most expensive house in this shit town, 

rubbing in the fact that you took our money without fulfilling your promise. Tell me, did you 

even try?” 

     “I had no chance. Pontz was a clear murderer. He was caught covered in blood near the scene, 

laughing and jesting. He disemboweled the victim, you know. A young, pregnant woman! You 

people knew this was the situation. I tried to explain it!” Frommis continued to finger the 

oversized leather-bound book in front of him, his voice rising as he spoke. 

     “It was my understanding that you were paid to make that evidence disappear, to make the 

witnesses change or doubt their testimony. To find other witnesses to discredit this evidence. 

Whatever needed to be done. But, no matter. The House has decided to render the punishment, 

and I have no authority to override the words of my superiors,” Fenrir noted with a careless 

shrug. 

     “But…” 

     “You waste your words, adjudicator.” 

     Phantom-Fenrir, from his floating vantage, could see his body stepping forward. Could see 

himself reaching for Frommis’ wrist, almost as if time had slowed. He could also see Frommis 

grasping for something under his book. His phantom self screamed a warning. Useless, he knew. 

     As Frommis began to extract the hidden dagger, Phantom-Fenrir thankfully saw his body 

anticipate the move. Before the dagger had even cleared the book, Fenrir snatched up the Scales 

of Justice statue and crushed Frommis’ hand against the solid wood of the Arbutus table. 

Frommis screamed, dropping his weapon, and clutched the injured hand to his chest as he fell 

heavily back into his seat. Judging from the audible snapping he’d heard, the Scales had broken 

at least a couple of bones. 

     Fenrir couldn’t decide if that was terribly fitting, or terribly ironic. 

     “Enough. You’ve had your payment. And look, I can return your money. I can give you more 

coin!” wheezed Frommis, breathing heavily, his face a mask of pain. 

     “You know it doesn’t work that way, Frommis. The House always leaves its mark. Now, left 

or right?”  

     Phantom-Fenrir could hear his emotionless voice filling the chamber. By Ultner, he could be 

intimidating. 

     “Please, no… Please, please,” whimpered Frommis, his earlier confidence as shattered as his 

hand. “You don’t want to do this.” 



 

 

     “Left. Or. Right?” Fenrir asked stoically, skirting the desk to take his place next to Frommis. 

     “Left, in the name of the Goddess! Left!” Frommis managed through his clenched teeth. The 

unbroken hand. This man either revelled in pain or he wasn’t thinking clearly. 

     “Left it is.” 

     Phantom-Fenrir saw himself step behind Frommis, pull out a knotted rag, and shove it into the 

man’s slack mouth. Tying it snugly behind Frommis’ head, Fenrir pulled out his curved, serrated 

knife with one hand and grabbed Frommis’ left wrist with the other. Having had multiple tiny 

bones in his other hand broken, Frommis must have already been in true agony. Maybe too much 

pain to truly realize what was happening, as he barely resisted. Fenrir could see himself pushing 

Frommis’ left hand flat against the desk, forcing the man’s body forward. He wrapped the 

adjudicator’s little finger into the palm then; he did not want to do any ancillary damage. 

     Fenrir rested his knife on the man’s ring finger and began to apply pressure, to saw. A hush 

permeated the room, the sort of quiet that exists in the space between when a vase tumbles from 

a table and when it shatters on the floor. Or, just before a ship careens into a jagged collection of 

rocks during a storm. 

     Just then, in that gap of quiet, a voice called up from downstairs. 

     “Father? Father, are you home? The welcome room is a mess!” 



 

 

Chapter 2 

“Father? Are you upstairs? Seamus and I are here. Sorry we’re so late!” 

     All at once, Fenrir’s consciousness slammed into his body, hurtling through space in the 

course of a disorienting moment. His eyes burned as if they were infected, and he blinked 

confusedly at Frommis, trying to get his bearings. His knife had just bit into the skin of the 

adjudicator’s ring finger, the clean, red line not yet bleeding. Fenrir drew the weapon back, and 

the serrated knife shook slightly in his hands, as if being held by an epileptic geezer.  

     Fenrir took a deep, settling breath, eyes darting between his victim and the stairway. How in 

the name of Yetra’s tits had he forgotten to lock the door? This bastard adjudicator lived alone 

and rarely had visitors, but Fenrir still should have taken basic precautions. This was not going to 

end well.  

     “Martin? Is everything okay?” A deeper voice called from below. Seamus, evidently.   

     “Father? Are you proper? We are coming upstairs,” shouted the high-pitched voice of the girl.  

     Frommis, the voice of his daughter sinking into his pain-addled mind, lost the vague look 

he’d had in his eyes and started to struggle to his feet. In response, Fenrir dropped Frommis’ 

wrist and grabbed the broken hand, applying pressure, shutting down any escape attempts—pain 

is an excellent deterrent. As the retired adjudicator writhed in pain, his shouts muffled by the 

gag, Fenrir leaned in close and held up his knife in a steadying hand.  

     “Be still now, adjudicator, or this knife will find a home in your daughter’s chest,” he hissed. 

Frommis quieted abruptly with a whimper, the agony in his hand or Fenrir’s empty threat finally 

bringing blessed silence.  

     Fenrir—enforcers in general--never killed on these jobs, per strict orders from the superiors in 

The House. Which was fine; he wasn’t exactly a practiced, willing killer. In his former life, he’d 

been a guardsman in Rostane, tasked with the protection of the Plateau, the great fortress that 

rose above the city like a blocky, indifferent father. Counterintuitively, guard duty at the Plateau 

was one of the safest jobs in Rostane. There hadn’t been a real war for decades, and blunted, 

half-edged swords were all that were used for drills or tourneys. No assassin would ever attempt 

those walls, so there’d been no need for Fenrir to be any sort of a killer.  

     So, he could fight his way out, but the knife wasn’t an option lest he cause undue harm. He’d 

already fucked this up enough by being caught mid-mutilation. He’d rather not risk more ire 

from The House.  

     The windows were open; he could jump to the street and lose himself in the darkness. Fenrir 

ruled out the option nearly as soon as it occurred to him, though; with his knee, he would almost 

certainly just end up broken and thrashing in the street like a crippled dog, struck by a passing 



 

 

cart. His better bet was rushing by Frommis’ daughter and son-in-law—Seamus sounded like the 

name of some scrawny farmer anyway—using the ancient art of surprise to his advantage. H 

could lose himself in the darkness and make his way back to The Crooked Tree where his horse 

was already saddled. He’d have to be careful since it was dark and the horse could easily break a 

leg, but better his horse’s leg than his own. 

  But, he still needed the trophy for his superiors. To come back empty-handed, especially after 

raising this ruckus, would be dangerous or even fatal.  

      

     Frommis renewed his struggle, reflexively pulling back as Fenrir released his broken hand. 

Fenrir struck him a quick but forceful backhanded blow in the face to further disorient him, and 

then he again grabbed his left hand—the intact hand—and laid it flat against the Arbutus desk. 

Frommis was barely responsive, staring a dead man’s stare and breathing wetly through his 

bloodied nose. Fenrir again leveled his blade against the ring finger, the bloody line from earlier 

as good as a sign saying “cut here.” He began to saw, this time being less careful of the other 

fingers. 

     “Father! Father, what’s happening? Seamus, come quickly! There is a man attacking father!” 

shouted Frommis’ daughter, who had just topped the stairs into the upper chamber. Fenrir pushed 

his full weight into his knife just as Frommis jerked away from him, the enforcer’s blade cutting 

all the way through the ring finger and nearly severing the middle finger, as well. Frommis was 

lost in pain now, staring at his mangled hand as Fenrir yanked at the ring finger, which had still 

been attached by a string of bloody skin. He shoved the finger into an inner pocket and re-

sheathed his knife. The whole thing was a mess; Fenrir’s hands were slick with blood and his 

fine clothes–dark though they were–were speckled with red. But, nothing to do about that now. 

He was much more concerned with getting out of this house and out of this gods-forsaken town. 

     Frommis’ daughter—a doughy girl who had the most unfortunate features of her father—was 

still standing at the top of the stairs, stunned, as Fenrir began toward her. As he approached, a 

man, presumably Seamus, came up the last step. Seamus was a big man. By Ultner’s cock, he 

was a very, very big man. 

     “Shit!” muttered Fenrir, noticing the telltale burns of a blacksmith’s trade lacing the man’s 

muscled forearms. Why couldn’t this woman have married a nice, skinny farmer? Or a delicate 

wood carver? Or anyone other than this cursed giant? There was no going back now, though, and 

Fenrir lowered his shoulder as he closed the remaining distance to the blacksmith as quickly as 

possible. He crashed into the huge man, feeling like he had run into a plow horse. Luckily, he 

had enough momentum to knock the blacksmith back a foot or two, which was all that was 

needed. Fenrir and the surprised Seamus both crashed down the stairs, arms and legs flailing. 

Fenrir tried to stay on top of the man as they hit the landing on the first floor, and he was mostly 



 

 

successful, slamming into the giant’s chest but then bouncing forward and clobbering his own 

head against the wall. 

     A high-pitched wailing filled Fenrir’s ears. He first thought the noisome sound was his 

pounding head, but realized quickly that it was actually Frommis’ daughter, shrieking like a 

mountain goat. Fenrir supposed he couldn’t blame her. 

     He staggered unevenly to his feet, amazed his knee was intact but knowing that he needed to 

get out of the house. Fast. Looking back, he saw the giant lying at an awkward angle, unmoving. 

Definitely hurt, potentially dead. Shit. That could mean more trouble for him back in Rostane. 

     He threw caution aside and ran out the door and down the lane, back toward the main road—

through the dung and the muck, praying he’d avoid any major divots or potholes. He could still 

hear the incessant howling of Frommis’ daughter and now he could see lights bursting to life in 

nearby houses. And some additional shouting voices in the no-so-distant distance. Shit. Fenrir 

continued his sprint through the darkness and suddenly found himself falling into open air. The 

sensation lasted only a split second before he hit some foul-smelling water and waste. He had 

overshot the main road and fallen eight feet down, right into the sewage ditch. 

     It was abhorrent. The slime had splashed into his mouth, mixing with the blood from where 

he’d bitten his tongue in the fall. The awfulness of it filled every sense he had—could one “hear” 

disgustingness? It seemed so, when crud was wedged in one’s ears. 

     He gagged and started vomiting, which made his head ache even more, but he also managed 

to get back to his feet, and was standing almost knee-deep in the vileness when he heard a gaggle 

of voices. He crouched low with the sound of them, trying to force down the impulse to again be 

violently sick. 

     “Head toward the adjudicator’s house and figure out what’s going on. It sounded like a goat 

was dying over there! We’ll stay here and wait for Questa in case anyone is hurt,” commanded a 

deep, male voice.  

     Listening from below, Fenrir had a sudden, perverse need to laugh hysterically–the girl really 

had sounded like a goat. 

     The footsteps moved off, presumably toward Frommis’ house. Fenrir inched up the incline by 

fractions and peaked into the road. He could just make out what looked to be three men standing 

on the main road, looking toward the location of his terrible mishap. Now he’d never be able to 

get back to the inn and get his horse in time; once the townsfolk figured out what had happened, 

all of Umberton would be up in arms. Plus, he could see the dim light of lanterns in the distance, 

coming from the direction of the inn. His horse–his father’s, rather–would have to be left behind. 

No loss there, at least. Darian de Trenton had horses to spare, and knowing that the old bastard 

would never get this stolen horse back brought Fenrir some mild pleasure.  



 

 

     The only escape route, then, was the one in which Fenrir was already mired, so he started to 

move slowly through the sewage ditch, trying to avoid slipping and splashing. Trying to ignore 

the unnamed substances rubbing against his legs and working their way into his boots, between 

his toes and under his nails.  

     He had successfully traversed about thirty yards when he slipped and went down, hard, to his 

good knee. Remaining crouched in the slop water, he could only hope that no one had heard his 

grunt and splash. Luckily, no call of alarm arose. The droning of cicadas and chirps of other 

night crawlers seemed to have created enough of an auditory cover. 

     Another twenty yards, and Fenrir could hear agitated shouting from behind him. A lot of 

shouting, with the words “Frommis,” “fingers,” “blood,” and “Seamus” echoing through the 

night like the accusations of the damned. And meanwhile, he continued to move through the 

ditch toward the edge of town, a bit more quickly and a bit less quietly. Between the insect 

symphony and the outraged townsfolk, it seemed unlikely anyone would hear him. He needed to 

get some distance before Frommis’ daughter was able to collect herself and explain what had 

happened, before they mobilized the militia or sent out a pitchfork mob. 

     Frommis’ house, thankfully, was close to the fringes of the town, and the sewage ditch was 

becoming shallower. There were only a couple more houses on the opposite side of the main 

road before Fenrir would be out of town and safely cloaked by the night. From there, it would be 

easy to avoid capture until the morning—and by then, he should be well on his way back to 

Rostane. A three-or-four day walk, as long as he didn’t take any detours. 

     As he finally climbed out of the ditch and snuck a glance over his shoulder, though, Fenrir 

could see many more lights in the distance—both lanterns and torches—some of them getting 

smaller, and some… getting bigger. A group was heading down the road right toward him. 

Apparently, it was time for him to take a detour into the long grass and subsequent Arbutus 

forests to the north. By Yetra’s delicious tits, it wouldn’t be a comfortable journey, but it was a 

necessary one.  

     Fenrir ran off, tendrils of shit-soaked hair striking his face like a dozen severed fingers. 

 

--- 

 

Having been quite literally caked in shit and fleeing a torch-bearing mob, necessities like food 

and water didn’t seem particularly important when Fenrir left Umberton. But now, reeking to the 

high Harmony, Fenrir found himself still stumbling through the forest hours later, the composite 

toll of the day’s events having left him an exhausted, ravenous, stinking shell of humanity. To 

top it off, traveling cross-country through a forest at night had been exacting a price on his knee, 



 

 

which was aching more than his head at this point. And his head was no minor nuisance, either. 

In addition to the new lump on his skull, his hair was matted with a good deal of dried blood. It 

formed a rather macabre plaster when combined with the various bodily fluids that had also 

bathed his scalp. 

     Worse than the aches and pains, though, was the fact that he’d lost his little silver flask 

somewhere during his flight. Maybe it lay on the landing, near Seamus’ body. Or, maybe it 

floated and bobbed about in the crevasse of filth that facilitated his escape. Either way, he’d had 

the thing for near five years, a gift from a lover. Sentimental value aside, it had been full of a 

Sestrian rum sharper than Ultner’s pointed cock. And, Fenrir could have used a little prick right 

about now.  

     The only real upside to his situation was that it was starting to rain. The waste, blood, and 

excrement that had formed a pasty shell on his body were beginning to run off in rivulets. It 

would do little to combat the stench—that had sunk in too deep into his clothes and probably 

into his very pores—but it went a long way toward making Fenrir feel human again. He tried to 

also catch some rain in his mouth to wash away the awful, lingering taste, but he was largely 

unsuccessful. 

     Forests had the tendency to all look similar—trees and shrubs, sticks and rocks. Luckily, 

Fenrir had absorbed a great many seemingly useless bits of knowledge while standing guard in 

the Enlightenment, the Plateau’s library. A visiting Savant had spent weeks educating wealthy 

merchants on the beauty of lunar navigation, how to use the twin moons to pinpoint 

directionality while traveling. The smaller blue Ummis and the larger white Phanos could be 

triangulated with the Crimson Star to pinpoint one’s location. Fenrir didn’t understand all of 

details, but in early spring, the positioning of the three—just visible through budding branches—

put him traveling northwest.  

     As it turns out, being punished with Enlightenment guard duty had some benefits, after all. 

Considering the captain had punished him for drinking on the job, Fenrir supposed he could 

thank alcohol for bestowing him with this accidental knowledge. If only he had his godsdamned 

flask… 

     A cold, gray light was beginning to filter in from behind the clouds, heralding the coming of a 

miserable dawn. With it, Fenrir felt a sudden urge to sit for a while. Finding a relatively wide, 

straight tree, he collapsed with a deflating grunt. Then he winced as he straightened his bad knee, 

leaning his head tenderly against the lumpy bark behind him.  

     Unfortunately, resting forced Fenrir’s tired mind to reflect on the mistakes of the last day. To 

say that this whole job had not gone as planned was perhaps the understatement of the year. 

Frommis had been documented as living alone and spending his evenings working late into the 

night, rarely having visitors. Fenrir was supposed to have been able to walk in, subdue the man, 



 

 

bind and gag him, and take the finger before casually strolling back to his horse and setting up 

camp a few miles down the road. Based on the plan, no one would be expected to find Frommis 

for a few days. Fenrir would have been back in Rostane by then. 

     Instead, he’d been attacked by his target and caused more injury than was necessary, breaking 

one of the adjudicator’s hands and maybe even severing an extra finger from the other. The 

House was notorious for their calling card—removal of the ring finger for an initial offense. In 

that way, targets of The House were always clearly marked, and everyone knew what that mark 

meant. The four-fingered (as they were often called) had wronged someone important, had made 

some serious mistake. This person should be avoided, as they might either err again or continue 

to draw the wrong kind of attention. Being four-fingered could cost a man his career, a woman 

her social status. A low-born, four-fingered man might end up stabbed or dead, as it was 

notoriously bad luck to be in proximity with such a person. 

     There had even been stories of working-class men—laborers, porters, losing ring fingers as 

part of their dangerous work, and then intentionally having a second finger removed to avoid 

being mistaken as four-fingered.  

     Thinking of the mission’s basic goal, Fenrir checked his inner pocket, fishing out Frommis’ 

ring finger (luckily retained in his flight), letting the rain wash over the appendage to clean off 

the blood and the filth. It wasn’t a clean cut; it was jagged and diagonal, just above the knuckle. 

Fenrir hadn’t noticed that there was actually a ring still embracing the finger itself—a shining 

white gold ring adorned by a brilliant blue sapphire. Yetra’s golden nipples, he wanted to pawn 

this ring, but somehow, his benefactor would know. And with him having bungled this job, he 

needed to keep the remainder of his expedition transparent and above-board. The valuable ring 

might even soothe sore feelings. 

     In his two years working for The House, this wasn’t the first job that that he had botched. The 

other time, there’d been a woman, a servant at the Plateau, who was the target. The conventional 

understanding that The House only targeted people who had directly wronged them was not 

always true. Sometimes, The House—or someone contracting with The House—sent messages, 

with innocent people getting caught up in the mix. This servant, Emma Dran, had already been 

known to Fenrir. In fact, she’d been quite intimately known to him (a bit of a sore point with his 

now-ex wife). They had been lovers for years—at least, they had been before his disgrace at the 

Plateau, before his job had been unfairly stripped from him. Before Fenrir had taken up with The 

House. 

     Emma had been his first target of this nature, his previous work with The House having been 

primarily based around protection duty or an occasional shakedown for coin. Of course, when 

he’d been given his assignment, he hadn’t known his mark was Emma. He’d just been given a 

vague description, a date, and a location. It was supposed to have been easy: take a finger from a 



 

 

serving girl who lives in a small room in the servants’ quarters of the Plateau. The servants’ 

quarters were not in the fortress itself. Rather, they were in the area behind the Plateau, directly 

accessible by a large wooden lift as well as the lower gate, which was set aside for servants’ 

quarters, barracks, staging grounds, storage, and sundry other less glamorous purposes. All of the 

many services required to maintain the population and protection for a fortress housing at least 

three thousand souls, as well as a constant stream of visiting dignitaries and supplicants. Little 

Town, it was nicknamed. 

     Fenrir had had no problem accessing Little Town or the servants’ quarters that night. There’d 

been almost no need for stealth, which was perfect, as Fenrir was without a clandestine nature. 

The yearly Yetranian Ascension celebration had been hosted at the Plateau that night, so only a 

few servants—those assigned to clean up after the great banquet—had been occupying the 

quarters. And even had anyone heard any noise from his target, none would have intervened. As 

it turned out, scandalous nobles frequented the servants’ quarters and were often none-too-gentle 

with the women. Or, occasionally, the men.  

     The servants’ quarters were endless hallways of near-identical rooms, differentiated only by 

combinations of letters and numbers. Navigation was easy, and Fenrir had found his target’s 

room with no trouble. It may have been a trick of his memory, but the whole place was awash 

with the faint, familiar scent of citrus, zest of lemons and oranges. He had paused and leaned 

against the stone doorway, pulling back the curtain just a bit. He remembered seeing a mass of 

red curls on the bed—the beautiful hair of his once-lover Emma. She was nearly ten years 

younger than him, and beautiful beyond belief. Emma was the personal handmaiden of one Lady 

Escamilla Breen, a powerful woman in Ardia who owned huge tracts of land, but was formally 

without title. Whenever ‘Lady’ Escamilla frequented the fortress, Emma was always at her side. 

Outside of this, Emma served among the general staff of the Plateau. Many nobles maintained 

staff in this way, as it reduced cost from their own coffers. 

     In all likelihood, one of Escamilla’s male counterparts—irritated by her success despite her 

commoner blood—had contracted with The House to teach her a lesson. But, rather than strike at 

Escamilla directly (unlikely anyhow unless The House held their own grudge against the 

powerful lady), they’d decided to attack at her omnipresent handmaiden, expecting that a four-

fingered servant would bring Escamilla shame.  

     Fenrir had watched Emma sleep for a long moment, recounting the nights that they had spent 

in each other’s arms. In a room just like this, too, as Fenrir could hardly have brought Emma 

home to his wife. Gods, he’d loved this woman before him. Much more than the ill-tempered 

shrew he’d married to appease his father.  

     Fenrir had approached the sleeping Emma, grabbing a gag from an interior pocket. He had 

brushed back her hair, just so that he was able to make out her features in the dim light. He had 



 

 

stroked her cheek—Emma was ever a deep sleeper—fighting the urge to kiss her supple lips, to 

take her as he had so many times before. To leave with her, run from his shame at the Plateau, 

from his new life as an enforcer. The foolish thoughts of a younger man with hopes, dreams, and 

prospects.  

     Instead, his gentle touch shifted into a rough grab, forcing her mouth open and shoving in the 

gag. Emma had awaken then, desperately scrambling and flailing her limbs. Fenrir had climbed 

on top of her, using his weight to hold her down, managing to pin one of her arms with his knee. 

He had reached for his knife, planning on simply overpowering her and taking the finger. But 

just then, she had looked directly at his face and paused, ceasing her struggles. She had locked 

onto his eyes for a long moment, and he had simply restrained her, returning the look. Dear 

Yetra, he had actually started to tear up, so beautiful were her emerald eyes, so red were her 

curls. So… soft… were their memories together. 

     His heptagram had been dangling an inch from her face. 

     All at once, he had shoved her hand against a wooden end table, trying to isolate her ring 

finger and bringing down the heavy knife with all the force he could muster. As she’d screamed 

through the gag, he had seen his mistake—in his haste, he had severed three fingers and the 

upper part of Emma’s hand. He’d released her hand as she screamed through her gag. Screamed 

and cried, her eyes squeezed shut as she writhed in pain. Then, she had opened her eyes long 

enough to look at the bloodied remains of her hand, just before mercifully losing consciousness. 

     Fenrir had taken her bedsheet, cut it into strips, and bound Emma’s mutilated appendage as 

tightly as he could, trying to reduce the blood loss. He had sat on her bed at her side for several 

long minutes, his hand on the side of her face. Remembering. And then he had scooped up her 

ring finger, wrapping it in some cloth, and left the servants’ quarters and Little Town, delivering 

the prize to his masters. They knew of his failure, of course, and he forfeited his pay and nearly 

his life. But, as always, he managed his way through the danger. 

 

--- 

 

While recalling his failed exploits, Fenrir must have drifted off to sleep. He woke sometime in 

the late afternoon, every part of his body aching. Muscles long underused felt as if they were on 

fire as he dragged himself to his feet, and several joints creaked and popped in a rather alarming 

manner. It had stopped raining at some point during his unintended slumber, as the sun was now 

shining merrily through the newly-budding trees.  

     The cool temperature of early spring was, unfortunately, not conducive to drying his cloak 

and clothes. He was still damp, still smelling as sour as week-old trash. 



 

 

     With the sun well above the horizon, Fenrir was able to orient himself (although he still felt 

relatively dizzy from his uncomfortable slumber and aching skull). Luckily, he had been 

traveling in roughly the right direction, and he must have covered a good deal of ground. He 

didn’t see a single Arbutus tree, and the oaks and pines had started to thin out. Fenrir knew this 

area: he should soon join up with the Hunesa Road, or one of the numerous, small tributary roads 

that would take him back to the Rostane Highway. With luck, he would be back in Rostane 

sometime in the next few days. In the meantime, he was bound to stumble across one of the 

dozens of villages and towns that dotted this region. Somewhere to find a meal and a change of 

clothes. He was going to burn these vile rags at his first opportunity. 

     The sun to his left, Fenrir set back out for home with a slight limp. 



 

 

Chapter 3 

The inn was surprisingly busy for this time of the evening, with every seat taken and even a few 

patrons resting—and drinking—on the floor. The Duckling and the Boat Inn was always a 

popular stopover for folks traveling between Hunesa and Rostane via the southern path, catering 

to those who preferred the road less traveled. The Hunesa Road, the more direct route between 

the two cities, tended to become quite congested in the early spring as a result of trade traffic. 

This in mind, many people were opting for the longer and bumpier, but significantly less 

crowded, path connecting the major cities… the road on which the Duckling fortuitously sat. 

     This translated to great business for the inn, which was famous for its duck eggs, a delicacy 

sourced from Dunmore Lake just to the south. It also translated to very sore feet for Merigold 

Hinter as she bobbed and weaved through the crowd, expertly balancing empty crockery and 

platters on extended arms. Having been on her feet all day, Meri was really starting to feel the 

fatigue. Despite the fact that she’d been serving food from breakfast until dinner, she had not had 

a chance to eat a single bite herself. And, dear Yetra, the Duckling was hot! Her long, nearly-

white blonde hair, gathered low in a loose ponytail, was sticky with sweat, and errant pieces 

were clinging to her neck and ears. Her face—pale with a small nose, thin lips, and blue eyes that 

she thought were too far apart—was abnormally flushed with exertion and heat when she 

happened to glance in a mirror. 

     “Meri, get these over to the white table by the fireplace! Two men, two women,” hollered 

Ragen from the kitchen window, raising his voice to be heard over the din of the crowd. Ragen 

was Merigold’s father—as well as the owner, repairman, brewer, launderer, and cook at the 

Duckling. He had always had a lot of trouble delegating, and instead tended to take on the brunt 

of the work himself. Too much work, in Meri’s opinion. He was in his late forties, quite fit from 

years of labor, but Meri occasionally saw him looking pale and breathing heavily, sometimes 

even when he wasn’t straining himself. She often counseled him to retire—or at least take it 

easy—but of course he wouldn’t listen. 

     A rugged man, probably a hunter, staggered into Meri as she was reaching for the platter, and 

she nearly lost her balance and tumbled into the group. Luckily, another man had caught her 

gently and placed her back on her feet. 

     “Sorry, sorry,” the hunter mumbled, bowing his head to Meri and walking back toward a 

group of like-dressed men. 

     “Thank you, Farmer Murphy!” Merigold said, smiling brightly at the lanky fellow who’d 

saved her a few bruises. 



 

 

     “Of course, my dear,” said Murphy, looking askance at Ragen before returning her smile. 

Ragen’s face, of course, grinned right back, but Meri understood Murphy’s hesitance. Ragen was 

fiercely protective of her. 

     A road inn could be a hard place for a woman to work, and particularly a woman with 

features as delicate as Merigold’s. However, Meri rarely experienced the typical plight of a bar 

maiden; men generally left her alone. No pinching, no insults, and rarely even disrespect. Meri 

recalled once, when she was only sixteen, a traveler had smacked her behind, snagging her by 

the ponytail as he did so, calling her a very dirty name. Ragen had leaped through the kitchen 

window, knocking aside food and other patrons, a furious bull seeing only blood. He had rushed 

up, grabbed the traveler’s shoulders, and fiercely punched him square in the nose. The man’s 

face had disappeared into a spray of blood as he fell out of his chair. The man’s companions—

two rough-looking men—had both stood up and flanked her father. Ragen was fit, but he was not 

a tall man, and both men had been noticeably taller and bulkier. Nonetheless, Ragen had been in 

a scarcely-controlled rage. As the first man swung a fist at him, Ragen had simply absorbed the 

punch into the top of his skull while his left arm caught the man right under the jaw, knocking 

him back into his chair. Ragen had turned, face red, eyes blazing with a single purpose… and 

found the third man already restrained by Meri’s Uncle Emmet and another inn patron. It had 

taken obvious effort for Ragen to regain control of himself. His muscles had been tense as 

carbon steel, his teeth gritted, and his knuckles bleeding. Merigold had felt, for the first time, fear 

while looking at her father. 

     In the six years since then, Meri had experienced no problems with men. The Duckling saw 

travelers from all over the country—even from the neighboring Algania and Jecusta—and yet, 

somehow, they knew about the hands-off policy. Word must have spread quickly and 

internationally. Even on a busy night like tonight, no one thought to touch her. And that included 

Saren, a forager and mender from Dunmore who she fancied. Saren was here with some of his 

friends and, aside from one kiss months before, they had always been at arm’s length. 

     Shaking off the fog of reminiscence, Meri grabbed the tray from Ragen, who gave her a 

weary smile in return. Four bowls of stew and a plate of seasoned duck eggs. No beer. She 

balanced the tray on one arm—dear Yetra, it was heavy! Or, more accurately, Meri was near 

exhausted.  

      

     Luckily, there was a cure for that. As Meri wove through the crowd, she drew from the 

patrons. Touching a man’s hand here, a woman’s arm there, she was able to draw a bit of energy 

and somewhat rejuvenate herself. This was always a tricky game, as it took effort to draw. She 

had to put in ten eggs to get a dozen. And she also had to be careful to draw just a bit from each 



 

 

person. Otherwise, they might notice. But, she was very good at the game after so many years of 

practice. 

     The experience was as refreshing as an icy drink of water in midsummer, as delectable as a 

bite of Florence Marsh’s apple pie after a long service at the chapel, and as comforting as 

Ragen’s hand on hers when she was sick. Drawing, simply put, was amazing. Feeling 

inestimably better, Meri made her way to the white table and dropped off the plate of food, her 

eyes barely taking note of the group. One of the men, though, trapped her with his strange voice. 

     “Thank you kindly, girl. I’ve heard tell of your duck eggs and could not pass through this 

region without sampling the delicacy,” said the man, a smile evident in his voice. Meri stopped 

and appraised him, his accent piquing her interest. He seemed to be emphasizing the wrong 

syllables in many of his words, speaking very deliberately and yet also incorrectly. From his 

olive skin, it was clear that he was a foreigner, that he was not accustomed to speaking Ardian. 

Sestrian, maybe? 

     “Of course, good sir,” said Meri, returning his smile kindly. The man was handsome in an 

unconventional way, she supposed. He was clean-shaven with a broad jaw and a strong nose. He 

had an evident cleft chin; the cleft was so long that it could have been a scar, in fact, but Meri 

thought it was natural. He was young, maybe even younger than she was. “I am happy that you 

decided to stop by our humble inn.” 

     “My lady, it is certainly my pleasure,” he responded, eyes gleaming with pleasure.  

     The man seemed to legitimately be having an excellent time. He whispered something to a 

lovely woman next to him, a pale brunette with boy-cut hair, who barked a strident laugh at his 

comment. The woman had such delicate features that, with her short hair, she had the appearance 

of a storybook pixie. Meri’s eyes lingered on this beautiful woman for a long moment before 

turning back to the cleft-chinned man.  

     “If I might be so bold, good sir, from where do you hail? Your accent is very unique, and I am 

very interested in the world outside of Dunmore,” she offered, touching the man’s arm to get his 

attention. The man drew back from her touch, though, the smile leaving his eyes if not his face. 

     “Oh, my dear. I have been traveling so long that I can hardly remember where I began. 

Algania, the Green Peninsula, Rafón, even places beyond the Crown Seas,” he said, eying her 

warily. One of his companions, an unobtrusive man with a small scar splitting his eyebrow, 

nudged him. “If you would excuse us, my lady, we would like to partake in our fine food before 

it grows cold.” 

     “Of course! I apologize for interrupting—I just hope that you enjoy your meal. Please let me 

know if you need anything more,” said Merigold, not knowing what she’d done to upset the man 



 

 

or his companion. Perhaps, wherever he came from, you didn’t ask questions about origins. Or, 

maybe she’d just misread the whole situation. 

     As she backed away through the crowd, she thought the unobtrusive man—his features 

average in all regards—gave her an appraising look. And, had he winked at her? Strange people. 

Regardless, she quickly forgot about the group as she collected empty dishes and rushed around 

the restaurant, still feeling renewed from her earlier drawing.  

 

--- 

 

A few hours later, to Merigold’s relief, the crowd had finally started to thin out. Several parties 

had retreated to their rooms for the evening and just a few stragglers were still enjoying crocks of 

beer. Ragen had been brewing his own beer of late, and there were a few folk from Dunmore and 

the surrounding communities who hung around until the keg was emptied every night. With their 

being regulars, Ragen tended to give them a discount, or even allowed for bartering. He was 

always very willing to trade, though Meri often enough insisted that he only take yets. Too often, 

she felt like he was on the short end of some of these deals. 

     With only regulars in the Duckling at this point—Saren unfortunately not being among 

them—Meri finally had a chance to sit down and have some leftovers: stew and a small handful 

of duck eggs, which Meri actually refused to eat. She loved the little ducklings from Dunmore 

Lake. The lake, itself, was more of a swampy wetland, the perfect environment to attract 

thousands upon thousands of ducks every year. She always fed the ducklings bits of bread and 

other crumbs, and she felt so guilty that all of the eggs harvested could have been adorable little 

ducklings. Half the town made their living foraging duck eggs, though, and there were strict 

regulations against over-farming the nests. If a nest had ten eggs, a gatherer could take no more 

than five. Afterward, they had to leave a little red flag near the nest, indicating that it had already 

been farmed for the season. Meri knew that some gatherers over-farmed and would bury the 

nests, and she hated those people. Wiping out a family of adorable, fuzzy (if occasionally ornery) 

birds for just a few extra yets was intolerable. Unforgivable, so far as she was concerned. 

     As she was resting and eating in the kitchen, Ragen came by to sit near her. He seemed as 

healthy as a man in his twenties, displaying no hint of the weakness that Meri had seen more 

often of late, although his expression did look a bit more serious than usual. 

     “Long day today, my little flower,” he said, rubbing at his eyes with the back of his hand. 

“You’ve been on your feet for most of it—how are you feeling?” 



 

 

     “I feel good, Papa! You know me—I can stand for days, if needed,” said Merigold, smiling at 

Ragen. And she was mostly telling the truth. She was down to the dregs of what she had 

borrowed from the patrons, but the thick stew was filling her with warmth and energy. 

     “You are a bundle of energy, just like when you were little,” said Ragen, his face creased into 

a fond smile. Her father’s smile was rare and special, always seeming like a gift. It brought her a 

deeper warmth than either drawing from patrons or the stew.  

     “I wish I had half your energy, Papa. Though I do wish you would spend a few days away 

from the inn. Uncle Emmet can handle things. Maybe we could go together, see Rostane? I so 

want to see the Plateau.” Small chance, for either Ragen taking some time off or her ever seeing 

the capital of the duchy, but Meri simply had to try. Perhaps she would wear him down one day.  

     “No, I could never do that with spring travel season just finding its stride. Now. Chapter of 

Errance, opening line of section eight?” Ragen queried, an eyebrow raised. 

     “Let’s see… ‘It is a poor man, indeed, who relishes idleness. Diligent hands ease the burden 

of others, and is that not truly Harmony?’ Is that right?” Merigold could almost recite the entire 

Book of Amorum, the Yetranian holy text, but Errance was a dense read.  

     “Close enough, my flower.” 

     “Still, you mustn’t overdo it, Papa. Taking care of yourself isn’t the same as idleness.” 

     “You remind me of your mother when you talk like that.” There was a sorrowful wisp of a 

smile on Ragen’s face now, memories bright in his eyes although it had been nearly eight years 

since her mother had passed into Harmony. 

     When Merigold had been fourteen, she and her mother had fallen gravely ill. Her mother had 

passed away from the illness while Meri lay in a fever dream for months. Ragen had tended to 

her as if he were battling Ultner, himself. The folks of Dunmore often said that Ragen had beaten 

death in those days. They also said darker things—that Ragen had had a crazed look in his eyes, 

that he’d been willing to do anything to bring Meri back to life. That he’d made a deal with dark 

forces. But, Meri had only heard whispers from time to time. Ragen was likely enough to beat 

senseless any man who voiced such accusations aloud. 

     Meri didn’t actually remember anything from the time of her illness, however. Really, she 

only had impressions of all that had come before it—her childhood, her friends, even her mother. 

It filled her with guilt that she could scarcely recall the woman who’d birthed her, aside from 

some vague recollections of blonde hair, blue eyes, and a feeling of comfort. After Meri had 

recovered, she’d had to reassemble her life, and Ragen had been there for her, every step of the 

way. Rather than resenting Meri for surviving while Lilth—her mother—had passed on, Ragen 

loved her that much more for it. Clung to her, even. Maybe a little too hard. 



 

 

     “I wish I remembered Mother,” Meri said. She heard a small movement, and then found 

herself embraced by her father. She snuggled in close, a sudden catch in her throat. Her father 

smelled of food, woodsmoke, and sweat. The smells of home. 

     “Meri, I know you worry about me,” said Ragen, pulling back after a long minute and looking 

down at his hands. “I worry about you, too. More than you can know. I know that it can be hard 

here, at times, at the Duckling. I see you looking down the road, wondering what is out there. 

Talking to patrons, longing for stories of their travels. I tell you, my flower, things are good here. 

So many people do not have a safe place, a meal, their health.” 

     “Papa…” 

     “You are safe, here, Meri. This is home, no matter what. It will always be here for you, as will 

I. Remember that, even if…” he drifted off, still not meeting her eyes. 

     Meri didn’t know what was going on with Ragen this night. He was rarely this sentimental, 

and rarely this… forthcoming about his emotions. He was often so busy that they would go for 

days without saying more than a few words outside of “take this to the blue table,” “it’s your 

night to mop,” and “be sure to pray before bed.” She was comfortable with that. She’d never 

been much for talking. She liked to ask questions and let other people speak, to learn without 

having to really offer much in return. It seemed easier that way. 

     “Papa, of course this is my home! I love being here with you, working at the Duckling, seeing 

all of my friends from Dunmore and all of the interesting people who come by! I wouldn’t trade 

it for the world,” said Merigold gently, her most convincing voice ever at the ready. In reality, of 

course, she ached to see the world. Just being a stay-over in other people’s lives wasn’t enough 

for her. She loved seeing the different styles of clothes, all of the different colors of skins. 

Hearing the different languages and accents. Smelling the unique perfumes and scents over the 

reek of the road. 

     “Okay, my little flower. Just remember that I… Oh, looks like we have a late guest. 

Welcome, sir, to The Duckling and The Boat! You seem chilled—would you like a seat by the 

fire?” asked Ragen, noticing the man through the kitchen window. He rose from the table, 

leaving Meri with her cooling stew. Meri sat for another moment, took a final bite, and then 

followed Ragen back into the common room. 

     When Merigold saw the man, however, she paused for a moment. Ragen was showing him to 

the white table, the one nearest the fireplace. The man, limping slightly, was dressed in close-

fitting, rough-spun clothes, the durable type worn by most farmers. They didn’t seem to fit him, 

and not just because they were tight. The man had greasy brown-blonde hair hanging down to his 

jawline, maybe with a hint of gray at the temples. He was also a bit unshaven, with more obvious 

gray stemming from his chin and jawline. But, despite his dirty appearance, he was fairly 

handsome. This was something she would think of afterward, though. For now, she simply got a 



 

 

strange, almost visceral feeling from him. Something from his eyes, maybe. Or the hunch of his 

shoulders. A feeling of… violence? Of regret? 

     Ragen, having gotten the man settled, gestured Meri over and placed his hand on her 

shoulder.  He met the road-weary guest’s eyes. “Meri here will wait on you this evening. We’ve 

put out the kitchen fire for tonight, but I believe we have some leftover venison stew that should 

still be warm. We also have bread, baked fresh this morning, and a handful of our famous spiced 

duck eggs.” 

     Meri approached then, the unusual feeling she got from the stranger starting to subside. The 

man smiled at her—a charming smile, with teeth much whiter than his clothing would have 

hinted at. Most farmers, in her experience, had awful teeth. 

     “Greetings, good sir. As my father said, I’ll be helping you this evening. Would you like any 

of the food that he mentioned? Or would you like to try some ale or whiskey? We might have 

some of my father’s home brew left, if the locals over there haven’t drained it,” said Meri, 

gesturing at an increasingly boisterous group of Dunmorians she had known for years. “We also 

have beer imported from Hunesa and Draston. And maybe a bit from Algania, too.” 

     “I’d love nothing more than a local ale and some of those famous eggs. In Rostane, we hear 

of your delicacy all the time. At the Plateau, in fact, I recall the eggs being imported from this 

very inn,” said the man, his wide grin persisting despite his obvious weariness.  

     The Plateau? Odd for a man in farmer’s clothes to know anything about the great fortress in 

the heart of Rostane. “Yes, I remember… My father went to take them himself, leaving me and 

my Uncle Emmet in charge here.”  

     Meri recollected the time very well; it had been three or so years ago. She had begged and 

cajoled and bribed and cried to get Ragen to take her along. She’d wanted so badly to see the 

fabled fortress, standing high and overlooking one of the biggest cities in Ardia—housing over 

two hundred thousand souls! She’d wanted to see the marketplaces, the docks, watch a play, 

devour some food that wasn’t cooked by her or her father. But, Ragen hadn’t budged. It had been 

a small victory she’d won, even getting him to allow her to even work those days with Uncle 

Emmet. He had originally planned to close down the inn entirely while traveling with some hired 

help. 

     “I would love to hear more about the Plateau, if I might be so bold. Let me get you an ale and 

get you some food, and I will return shortly,” said Meri, giving him a curtsy. Sometimes, Ragen 

wouldn’t mind if she sat and spoke with the customers—especially when the business was slow. 

He said it built customer loyalty, making them want to come back to the Duckling even if the 

road was a little bit longer. He was an excellent businessman in that way. He was always 

thinking ahead. 



 

 

     She left the man by the fire and went back to the kitchen. Ragen wasn’t around. She guessed 

he had gone to compost the trash or get some extra wood from the shed. He was never gone for 

long, not until Uncle Emmet arrived for his midnight to mid-morning shift. She busied herself 

around the kitchen, filling a platter with the leftover stew (still surprisingly warm), some fresh 

rye bread, and the few remaining duck eggs. She found a bit of Ragen’s homebrew left at the 

bottom of the keg then and filled up a crock. 

     As she picked up the platter and stepped toward the common room, a sudden dizziness fogged 

Meri’s head and turned her legs to jelly, as if she had just spun around a dozen times and ran 

three miles. She collapsed into a chair—nearly losing the food and drink—dropping her head in 

her hands and waiting for the weakness to pass. This sometimes happened when she drew from 

patrons too much during a long day—she tended to crash once she wasn’t able to draw more. It 

was a very particular type of fatigue. Meri almost felt hungry now, but not in a way that could be 

sated with food. There was certainly an emptiness, though; her experience told her that she 

would feel better after she rested for a moment, and back to normal by morning.  

     Moments passed, as did the worst of the faintness.  

     Leaning back, Meri pulled back the hair that had come loose around her face, straightened it 

with her fingers, and re-bound her ponytail. She tweaked her blue sapphire earrings, small blue 

studs that seemed to shimmer constantly, at least as Meri saw them. They were a keepsake from 

her mother, and Meri never went without them. She had so few reminders of her mother in her 

life, and since her memory was so cloudy from the fever dream, she treasured her sapphire studs 

above all else. 

     Reminding herself that she only had to hold it together for an hour or so longer, and thinking 

of her bed upstairs (there was no way she was walking back to Dunmore tonight!), Meri again 

grabbed the platter she’d prepared for the traveler, leaving the kitchen. The man was sitting at the 

edge of his seat at the white table, his hands held up against the heat of the fire. She noticed that 

he was a muscular man with a broad chest and arms that strained at the tight fabric of his poorly-

made shirt. Maybe it was just his rather imposing appearance that had given her that 

uncomfortable feeling earlier. Now, hunched in front of the fire, the man actually dripped with 

vulnerability—a street dog having finally found shelter for the night. 

     She set down the platter on the white table, startling him with the sound. 

     “Thanks, girl. I’m Fenrir. Fenrir de Trenton,” he said expectantly. Meri had never heard the 

name before, but his tone suggested he felt it was important enough to merit recognition. 

Although he was dressed like a farmer and smelled worse than a sty, she could tell well enough 

that his clothes didn’t accurately reflect his status. Something about the way that he spoke, the 

way that he held himself, suggested he was more than a simple farmer. 

     “It is lovely to meet you, good sir.” 



 

 

     “Fenrir,” he corrected. 

     “Fenrir, then. You can call me Merigold.” 

     “Well, Merigold,” he said with a wink. “Sit with me. Let me tell you of the Plateau and 

Rostane while I enjoy this delicious-smelling food. These eggs are as delectable as I remember.” 

     Between bites, Fenrir began to tell her of the Plateau. And he painted quite the picture, as 

eloquent as a traveling bard. Meri could see herself standing at a window of the great fortress, 

wearing one of the colorful silk dresses typical of a noble lady. She was looking out over the 

city, seeing the red-brick roofs of residences, shops, and warehouses, smoke drifting lazily from 

chimneys. To one side, she could see the graceful Tulanque Mountains, impossibly high peaks 

cutting the clouds. To the other, the busy Fullane River was choked with boats and ships, moving 

between the docks and the sea, bringing in and sending out the many goods—textiles, beers, 

steel, precious metals—that were the lifeblood of Rostane. 

     Then, Meri could see herself at a ball in the expansive chambers of the Plateau, eating 

delicacies from around Ardia and beyond. She passed on the local duck eggs, of course, as she 

spoke with dignitaries from around the continent, speaking of politics and plays and music. She 

even saw herself dancing, the arms of a well-dressed, lithe nobleman… maybe a baron or a 

viscount… wrapped about her slim waist. People from all over watched her as she simply stared 

into the eyes of this beautiful, strong-jawed, well-groomed man. Interestingly, he looked like 

Saren—just a cleaner version. And Viscount Saren (she decided he was a viscount) couldn’t look 

away from her. Despite all of the important courtiers and dignitaries in the room, the viscount 

only cared about Lady Merigold. 

     Meri was still listening to Fenrir, his tale of being the heroic, honorable guardsman floating at 

the fringes of her own fantasy. Something about fighting off assassins, protecting the old Duke 

Penton. Assassins didn’t play much of a role in her own Plateau, a place where few folk could 

pass by Lady Merigold without bowing deeply and smiling at her attention. Sure, there was an 

armored guardsman here or there, but they were more decorative in nature. No, her Plateau was 

grand and beautiful and only filled with people who she wanted to see. In fact, it was filled with 

people who wanted to see her. She still responded to Fenrir with the appropriate social niceties, 

“yeses” and “Oh, tell me mores,” but she also continued to drift dreamily through her own 

version of Rostane and the Plateau. And she loved it. 

     Soon, though, Meri realized she was actually drifting off to sleep. The weariness from the 

long day, the fatigue from drawing too much, and the hypnotizing voice of Fenrir were causing 

her eyelids to lower languorously, her shoulders to relax. Yet, she wanted to hear more. She 

wanted to hear of the city itself, of the markets and the plays. She wanted to see herself as Lady 

Merigold, strolling with her escort through Rostane, with crowds straining to see her over the 



 

 

heads of her retinue. She wanted to browse through the stalls and the shops, examining beautiful 

oddities from around the world. 

     As Fenrir spoke, his arm rested on the table just inches from hers. In fact, his hand was much 

closer to hers than she remembered. Curious. She shifted in her seat, touching his hand with the 

tips of her fingers, almost as if on accident. And she drew just a little bit from him—enough to 

keep her going for a few more minutes. Fenrir didn’t appear to notice. Lost in her vision of 

Rostane, Meri drew some more… more than she’d intended. More than she realized. Enough to 

keep her fantasy going longer. 

     A sudden vivid image of tore into Meri’s skull. Amidst fierce rain and illuminated by 

lightening, she was shattering someone’s skull, with a… belaying pin? Blood sprayed into her 

eyes.  

     “What in the name of Ultner’s cock?” exclaimed Fenrir in surprise, leaping away from her 

and knocking over the bench in doing so. He snatched at Merigold, his strong grip on her wrist, 

hurting her. She was too stunned to react. The pain in her wrist was Lady Merigold’s. She had 

fallen while stepping out of her carriage, landing hard on her wrist. Was there blood on her 

hands? She felt suddenly terrified, weary, and even sad. Luckily, her retinue was there, helping 

her back to her feet.  

     “What did you do to me, you little bitch?”  

     Lady Merigold heard this hissed at her from the crowd of Rostanians. Wait! Through heavily 

lidded eyes, she saw a face, older and handsome, inches from hers. Meri wasn’t in the market. 

She was in the common room. In the Duckling. She was staring into the blue eyes of a man she 

had only met an hour or two before, remembering his name was Fenrir. And he was hurting her. 

     Meri was about to say something just as a fist slammed into the back of Fenrir’s head.



 

 

  


